
Learning
A long, mellow run from Eagle Lodge. There
are usually fewer beginners here allowing
more space to make turns

Exit Eagle Express to the left; follow
Holiday Run into Pumpkin

Pumpkin

Scenic
Cruiser

A long cruiser down the backside of the
mountain. It’ll make you feel like you're a
million miles from civilization

Backside; from the top of Chair 14
go right and follow cat track to the
end

Santiago

Groomer

Always in the sun with great views down of
the town and Lake Crowley. Steep at the
start. Flattens out at the bottom. To step it
up, stay left where it's littered with trees

Canyon Lodge; Take High 5 Express
and exit to the left

Solitude

Starting Out
Narrow, yet gentle and opens up into a
wide groomer. Lap this a few times, then
move on to the Canyon Express

Canyon Lodge; Directly underneath
the Schoolyard Express

Schoolyard

Glades
Low angle tree skiing. Best on warm days
for corn snow or powder days because it’s
often uncrowded

Gold Hill & Slot
Eagle Lodge; Exit Cloud Nine
Express (Chair 9) to the right

Easy Scenic
Easy run with panoramic views of the upper
mountain, giving you something to work
towards

Main Lodge; Exit Discovery Chair to
the left

Sesame Street

Warming
Up

This wide open groomer makes for a perfect
warm up from the Main Lodge; venture into
glades on either side

Main Lodge; Exit Stump Alley to the
right or Broadway Express to the left

Broadway

Bumps
(Learning)

When ungroomed, this makes a great
introduction to bumps; it's a shorter run and
ends in a groomer to regroup

Main Lodge; Exit Rollercoaster to the
right and follow the chair down

Crosswalk 

Burner

This 3 mile cruiser wind around the
backside offering spectacular views of the
Minaret Mountain Range in the distance;
returns to Main Lodge

Three lifts converge at the start of this
run; Take Upper Panorama
Gondola, Chair 23, or Chair 14

Road Runner

Bumps 
(Advanced)

Mammoth is known for grooming many of
its bumps before they get to big, but West
Bowl is usually left alone

Exit Chair 3 (Face Lift Express) to
the right and stay to the skiers left
of the lift

West Bowl

Showing off
Short steep narrow chute that collects a lot
of wind blown snow and is perfect for
putting on a show under the Chair 1 

Main Lodge; U-turn to the right off
Chair 1

Gravy Chute

Chutes

The Mammoth wind buff often leaves these
Chutes filled with snow. Line up your turns
through the tight chutes before exiting into
an open bowl

Exit Chair 23 to the leftDropout Chutes

Steep & Deep
A backcountry terrain park that you are
unlikely to find anywhere else (in-bounds
that is)

Chair 14; take Road Runner and
stay left until you reach the hiking
access (hike is ~0.25 miles)

The Hemlocks

Fresh Powder
Steep double black terrain. Many skiers do
not know how to get to the entrance, which
makes for a great powder day

From the top of Lift 22, proceed past
the Ski Patrol hut and look for the
entrance on your right; follow the
edge of the fence line

Avalanche
Chutes

Steepest &
Deepest 

If the snowpack is deep enough and you
want to feel your heart in your throat, try
Kiwi Flats — the closest thing Mammoth has
to a couloir. It’s a mandatory drop off of a
cornice into another mandatory right turn,
ending up in Whitebark Bowl, where you’ll
be able to widen your turns and cruise
down to Main Lodge

Right off Chair 23, down Skyline,
and onto the ridge above the
Paranoid Flats; pass Paranoid Flats
until you reach the top of the chute

Kiwi Flats
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